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1 Wartime print of Churchill painted by
Arthur Pan

. . The well known portrait of Churchill by Professor Arthur
Pan shows Churchill seated in a leather backed chair. It was
painted in 1942, and the original hangs in Great Hall of the
Merchant Venturers. In 1943, 1000 prints were made and
sold by Frost & Reed with proceeds going to Clementine
Churchill's Aid to Russia Charity. These all have Churchill's
signature printed in the margin, and fool people regularly into
thinking they have a signed copy. Image size 22 x 17.5
inches. This example in the gilt wood frame that was
supplied at the time with the prints.  $200.00

2 Caricature of WINNIE by Bert Thomas

. . This was issued as a supplement to The World, undated,
but appears 1920s. Image size 7.5 x 11 ins., reverse is blank.
$150.00

3 1926 Churchill Caricature by David Low

. . This charming caricature by the famed cartoonist LOW
was published as a supplement to The New Statesman in
1926. Size 9 x 13 on heavy paper suitable for framing. This
copy has some of the usual foxing.  $40.00

4 Print of Churchill painting: Mimizan

. . This print was one of a series of 9 produced by Hallmark
Cards in the 1960s. Image size 16 x 20 inches, on art paper
21 x 26 These were sold to raise money at the 1964 NY
World's Fair for an educational charity.  Some foxing in
margins.  $100.00

5 Promotional Poster for CHURCHILL A
LIFE

. . This is a one-off poster prepared by the Heinemann PR
department for the launch of Gilbert's one volume biography
of Churchill in 1991. Has a strut on the back to allow
standing on a table. Size 16 x 20 inches.   $25.00

6 Winston in the Wilds

. . This photo is from the Illustrated London News issue of
Jan 18, 1908. The picture shows Churchill during his East
Africa tour. The caption comments on his lack of ordinary
colonial equipment (jacket & tie) Image size 8 x 11.   $20.00

7 Original Portrait of Churchill

. . An original painting, probably tempera or something other
than oil, of Churchill in colour on hardboard. Signed by the
artist A. Aucott. Image size 9.5 x 13.5 inches, in heavy
wooden frame 16 x 20.  $150.00

8

. Churchill adjourns the House of Commons 1910. This
drawing from The Graphic of May 1910 shows Churchill at
the despatch box moving the adjournment of a special Saturday
session. Image size 10 x 12.   $20.00

9 Large photo of US Citizen Churchill

. . This large photograph measures 11.5 x 15 ins., and shows
an 89 year old Churchill reading the document conferring
honorary US citizenship in 1963. Stamp on the rear of
Northcliffe Newspapers Group Ltd. In large 21 x 25 inch
wood frame. The photo has wrinkles.  $200.00

10

. Wartime mono print on card of Arthur Pan portrait. This is
a b/w print, continuous tone, printed on heavy card with
simultaed mount also printed. Image size  12 x 10 inches,
overal 16.5 x 15. Label on back dated 1944.   $50.00
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11 Photograph of Churchill portrait

. . This is an 8 x 10 photograph on textured photo paper of an
oil painting of Churchill by Bernard Hailstone.  $15.00

12 Framed original oil of Churchill. 

. . Image size about 16 x 22, framed size about 21 x  26 ins.
Signed by artist, looks like S.E. Bridges.  $150.00

13 Patriotic Churchill poster

. . This poster shows Churchill giving th V sign from an
open car. The poster was issued by the Sunday Mercury for
the 50th Anniversary of D-Day.  $8.00

14 Churchill becomes a Freeman of Bath

. . This colour print is from the Illustrated London News,
and shows Churchill speaking at a ceremony in Bath, behind
the crossed gold maces of that ancient city. Churchill made
his first political speech near Bath in 1897, and so to Bath he
returned 52 years later as a Freeman of the City. Image size 10
x 10.5, matted to 13.5 x 17 inches.   $15.00

15 The Finest Hours, Quad Poster

. . This is a large poster in full colour advertising the film
THE FINEST HOURS. Size is 40 x 30 inches.   $60.00

16

. NAAFI poster for 50th Anniversary of end of WW2. The
Poster reads "One tea bag makes cups" with the quantity
filled in by the two fingers of Churchill's hands. Published
1995, 12 x 17 ins.  $6.00

17 Large wartime poster Be So Proud

. . Large wartime poster BE SO PROUD OF THE
RACE... a quote from Lord Halifax 1940. Printed black and
red, elaborate border. Large 20 x 30 inch size, near fine,
folded twice.  $75.00

18 French Poster for D-Day +50

. . This poster was produced for the 50th Anniversary in 1994
and features Churchill greeting a US officer. Size about 24 x
16 inches. Edgfes have some wrinkles.  $12.00

19 large film poster YOUNG WINSTON

. . A Quad Poster advertising the film Young Winston. 30 x
40 inches, Simon Ward stands in centre with press comments
down both sides.  $20.00

20

. . A full colour print of the painting by Oswald Birley of a
seated Winston Churchill. Reproduced in mezzotint in a
special edition by permission of Lady Birley and the Speaker
of the House, where the original hangs. Published by The
Times in 1961, not to be confused with a recent ordinary
print seen regularly in internet auctions. Image size 17 x 21
inches. Professionally framed, overall size 28 x 36 inches. The
ideal centrepiece of a Churchill library.  $250.00
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21 limited edition print of Churchill painting 

. . VIEW FROM CHARTWELL, a print of Churchill's
painting reproduced by The National Trust in 1979 in a
limited edition of 850 this being No.  353. Image size 25 x
30 inches as original. See Coombs No. 445. Still in original
cardboard shipping carton, so bright and unfaded. Small damp
stain to edge of carton and mount, not affecting image. The
colours, of course, are bright and unfaded.  $250.00

22 Colour print of Churchill at desk

. . A large full colour print of Churchill at a desk holding a
document. Produced in the 1950’s, artist unknown. Image
size 18 x 19. Frames and glazed in black and gold frame.
$125.00

23 framed print of Churchill painting 

. . VIEW FROM CHARTWELL, a print of Churchill's
painting reproduced by The National Trust in 1979 in a
limited edition of 850 this being No.  307. Image size 25 x
30 inches as original. See Coombs No. 445. Nicely framed
and glazed, attractive and impressive. Certificate included in
envelope taped to rear. Frame size 30 x 35 inches.  $200.00

24 Print of painting by Churchill CAP D'AIL,
ALPES-MARITIMES

. . Original painted in the 1950's, this is a print of this
painting by Churchill. Image size approx. 20 x 24 inches.
Coombs n. 489. Source of print unknown, but well aged
framing indicates many years ago. Framed and glazed. This is
a strong colourful picture, and would benefit from being
reframed with a substantial border in a larger frame.   $175.00

25 wartime Arabic poster of Churchill

. . A large wartime poster with a colour portrait by George
Leach. It is titled in Arabic above English, probably produced
by the Ministry of Information for distribution abroad. Image
size 12 x 14 inches, very clean, grey border, Union flag at top.
$50.00

26 Large wartime Calendar with Stevens
portrait in colour

. . This large wall calendar has a colour print of the oil
painting of Churchill by John Stevens. It is on thick art board
and measures 14 x 21.5 inches. The edges are worn and there
is considerable soiling and some stains. Some patience and a
soft eraser would improve this considerably. The calendar pad
is gone.   $50.00

27 Print of Churchill portrait by A. Egerton
Cooper

. . A large framed print of the portrait of Churchill by A.
Egerton Cooper (see Smith p. 61) titled Profile for Victory
showing a profile of Churchill seated from the left. . With
elaborate script printed titles, probably published during the
war. The painting was done in 1942 and first appeared on the
cover of a magazine in May 43. The black and white image is
13.5 x 16 inches. Somber and impressive. Paper size 20 x 24
ins.  In a cheap frame, no glass.  $75.00

28 Large Karsh exhibition poster

. . A large poster promoting an exhibition of Karsh
photographs in Zürich in 1990, which features a large 18 x 22
inch print of the Karsh Churchill portrait. Overall size of
poster 20 x 30 inches. You should consider cutting off the
text and just framing the large image.  $60.00

29 8x10 photo of seated Churchill

Churchill, Winston S.. . This photograph shows Churchill
applauding whilst seated. The mount is signed by the
photographer Roger Bedard in his highly stylized autograph.
Matted in a plain frame.  $75.00

30 Mentioned in Despatches Certificate 1919

Churchill, Winston S.. . A Mentioned in Despatches
certificate from the Great War. In the British Forces, the entry
level award is “mentioned in despatches” and when an
individual is so mentioned this is recorded in his record and a
certificate issued. This certificate issued to Capt. Lomax of
the Machine Gun Corps ( corpse if you are the president).
The certificate is signed by the Secretary of State for War,
Winston S. Churchill. This signature is printed and part of
the standard form. 8.5 x 7.25 inches on card stock, now
browned from age. Matted and framed in a very old frame.
Think what the sharks would sell this for on ebay...  $75.00
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31 Large framed print of Churchill portarit by
Oswald Birley.

. . A full colour print of the painting by Oswald Birley of a
seated Winston Churchill. Reproduced as a 4 colour halftone
poster by permission of Lady Birley and the Speaker of the
House, where the original hangs.  Image size 16.5 x 20.5
inches. Professionally framed, overall size 22 x 29 inches.
$120.00

32 1962 Hallmark Churchill calendar

. . Here is the Hallmark cards Calendar for 1962 with a
different Churchill painting on each monthly page. The cover
painting is also reproduced in color on the mailing envelope
which is included.  $50.00

33 Menton, Alpes Maritimes, print of painting
by Churchill

. . This large print was produced by the Medici Society in
1959, before the copyrights became locked up. This view is
from the Reves villa, La Pausa. Image size 27 x 17.5 inches,
on heavy paper 30 x 23. Never framed,  some dribble stains in
lower right  $50.00

34 Large photo of Churchill at his desk

. . This huge photo has an actual image size of 23.5 x 19.5
inches. On the back it has a copyright stamp of The Times.
Photos this large are scarce.   $350.00

35 Sir Winston Churchill Keepsake

. . The text comes from the epilogue of Rowse's The Later
Churchill's. This keepsake was printed at the Putah Creek
Press to commemorate an address at UC Davis by Dr. Rowse
in 1969. Size 10 x 14 inches.  $10.00

36 Churchill & Eisenhower at Gettysburg

. . This painting by Charlotte Thibault shows WSC & Ike
looking over the battle of Gettysburg with R.E. Lee and
Lincoln overllooking. It was used for the center spread and
cover of Finest Hour 103 in 1999. A limited run of 200
prints was published, this being no. 66.  $100.00

37 Sal Asaro painting for THE DREAM

. . This is a print of a painting created for the publication of
THE DREAM. THis was on the cover of Finest Hour 56.
These were sold by ICS back in the 90s. The image shows
Churchill talking to the ghost of his father in his studio. 13 x
9.5 ins.    $40.00

38

. The SPY drawing, modern reprint. This reprint of the
famous caricature of Churchill drawn by SPY, was done by
ICS in the late 90s. Image size 6.5 x 11.5 ins., paper size 9.5
x 14.5 ins.   $10.00

39 Wartime silk square

. . A printed silk square, almost certainly wartime. Roughly
12 x 13 inches, pale yellow field,  colour portrait of Churchill
in circular centre, surrounded by ships, planes, tanks, etc.
Shown in Smith p. 77.   $45.00

40 Signed portrait of Churchill by Arthur Pan

. . Here is a modern (70s) print of the well known portarit by
Professor Arthur Pan. Image size 30 x 22 ins. Signed in
pencil by the artist on lower right corner. This is also a
stamped no. 27, so maybe a limited edition.  $80.00
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41 Large print of Churchill portrait by Arthur
Pan

. . Here is a modern (70s) print of the well known portrait by
Professor Arthur Pan. Image size 30 x 22 ins.   $50.00

42 Vanity Fair print of Lord Chesham by SPY

. . This print shows Lord Chesham in uniform as he heads
off to the Boer War in 1900. Includes the additional page of
description. Image size 8.5 x 13 ins.   $20.00

43 Photo of Churchill on horseback

. . Large vintage photo shows Churchill in topper on
horseback, probably riding with the Sutrrey Hunt. Image size
about 8 x 10. Matted and backed with copyright stamp of
Sunday Dispatch on back of mount. ( I also have a larger print
in frame)  $120.00

44 Churchill and Benes, colourful print
“signed’

. . A colourful l display poster, autographed at the April 19th,
1941 meeting of Churchill with the President (in exile) of
Czechoslovakia, Dr. Eduard Benes, and "inspecting" Czech
forces.  the poster is drawn in red, gold and black on white
and features two quotes by Churchill and another by
Cromwell, with the RAF arms and motto over the quote on
"the few". This looks hand made, but on inspection it has
been printed in the three colours, and was produced in aid of
the RAF Benevolent Fund.    In fine black lettering at center
it states: Autographed by The Prime Minister  (Gt. Britain)
and Dr. E. Benes (Czechoslovakia). Signatures are printed.
Image size 20 x 12 ins. Includes frame.   $400.00
45 Print of Churchill painting signed by

Egerton Cooper
. . A large  print of the portrait of Churchill by A. Egerton
Cooper (see Smith p. 61) titled Profile for Victory showing a
profile of Churchill seated from the left. . With elaborate
script printed titles, probably published during the war. The
painting was done in 1943 and first appeared on the cover of a
magazine in May 43. The black and white image is 13.5 x 16
inches.  On heavy art board 18 x 23.5 ins. very high quality
image.Somber and impressive.  This copy signed in blue ink
by the artist.  $350.00

46 Wartime colour print of Churchill in
Ottawa

. . This full colour image shows Churchill and the Canadian
PM on the steps at Ottawa. Photo taken by R.E. Foster, who
has signed it on the mount. A printed label on the back of the
frame states this was produced by a Winnipeg printing co.
This is a continuous tone image, not a half tone, probably a
gravure. Image 11.5 x 9 ins, framed 16 x 16. Colour photos
of Churchill from this era are unusual.  $90.00

47 Countryman County Map Devonshire

. . This colourful series of maps was produced to honour the
those who served in the war, with an emphasis on civilian
organisations such as The Women's Land Army and
Women's Institutes.  Published1945-47. Each measures over
17 x 22 inches and is printed on quality card stock. Of special
interest to readers of this catalogue will be the Churchill
quotation on each map. These wartime quotes are hand
lettered with a decorative enlarged first letter.   $75.00

48 Countryman County Map Oxfordshire

. . This colourful series of maps was produced to honour
those who served in the war, with an emphasis on civilian
organisations such as The Women's Land Army and
Women's Institutes.  Published1945-47. Each measures over
17 x 22 inches and is printed on quality card stock. Of special
interest to readers of this catalogue will be the Churchill
quotation on each map. These wartime quotes are hand
lettered with a decorative enlarged first letter.
  $75.00

49 Countryman County Map Cambridgeshire

. . This colourful series of maps was produced to honour
those who served in the war, with an emphasis on civilian
organisations such as The Women's Land Army and
Women's Institutes.  Published1945-47. Each measures over
17 x 22 inches and is printed on quality card stock. Of special
interest to readers of this catalogue will be the Churchill
quotation on each map. These wartime quotes are hand
lettered with a decorative enlarged first letter.   $75.00

50 Promotional display for THE ISLAND
RACE

. . This 3 section display was no doubt produced by Cassell
for the launch of The Island Race in 1964. Each panel
measures 10.5 x 14 inches for an overall span of 32 inches.
On heavy card, hinged between sections.  $50.00
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51 Large photo from Churchill funeral 1965

. . From a collection of press photos, this 15 x 12 inch press
photo shows the crowned heads of Europe gathered on the
steps after the service, with mere politicians behind. Out of
all of them, only one hand is raised in salute- Mr. Politically
Incorrect himself, Prince Phillip.  $25.00

52 Press photo of Churchill addressing a crowd
in Glasgow 1918

. . This vintage photo is 9 x 7 inches and shows Churchill,
having climbed up a ladder, standing on the roof of a car
addressing a crowd of workers at a munitions plant, dated 11
April 1918, so the war is still on. Framed by Wybrow's
framing shop with text blurb under photo.  $75.00

53 Sketch of Churchill by Dutch artist Max
Nauta

. . This sketch was published in ILN on 1 Dec 56. Image 8
x 12 ins, framed size 11 x 15.   $40.00

54 Poster- My Father as I Knew Him by Sarah
Churchill

. . This is a large 20 x 30 inch poster promoting a feature by
Sarah Churchill in the Sunday Express. Printed red, blue,
yellow, black on white paper. VG, a small tear on left
margin. Very bright and colourful.  $20.00

55

. Poster- Churchill portrait by Sickert. This poster promoting
the Sunday Observer colour magazine for 11 Sept., 1966
features a painting of Churchill done by Walter Sickert in
1927. Printed in full colour, very bright, 20 x 30 ins. Wybrow
likely got this new in 66 and stored it ever since.  $25.00

56 Poster-The Young Churchill by Randolph

. . This is a large 20 x 30 inch poster in colour advertising the
publication of Randolph’s biography of his father in the
Sunday Telegraph (1966) Clean undamaged copy.  $25.00

57 Poster- 1974 celebration in Brussels

. . This poster in French advertises a week long exhibition for
the 30th anniversary of the liberation of Brussels by the Allies
and the 100th anniversary of Churchill’s birth. 20 x 26 inches,
colourful with Uk and Belgian flags, background is faint
images of 1944 newspapers reporting the liberation, including
one showing the famous statue of the peeing boy doing so on
the Nazis.  $20.00

58 large stand up poster for musical WINNIE

. . The musical play WINNIE ran for a while in 1988 at the
Victoria Palace, where I saw it. Robert Hardy played
Churchill. This is a large promotional poster on heavy card
with a strut for standing on a table. Size 20 x 30 ins.   $35.00

59 large 80th Birthday portrait photo

. . This photograph was taken by Douglas Glass for the
Sunday Times in 1954 for Churchill’s 80th Birthday. Copies
could be ordered by readers. This large print has a 15.5 x 18
inch image, 17 x 22 overall. Please note that this is a
continuous tone photographic print, not a halftone, mounted
on card.  $75.00

60 Daily Express Churchill poster

. . This large 20 x 30 inch poster features the head of the
Karsh photo. No date, but likely promoting the Daily Express
at the time of Churchill’s death. This poster has been used,
probably on a rainy day and has some stains and rips. A
powerful image.   $25.00
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61 Family Tree Poster

. . This bright poster was sold in the 80’s at places like
Chartwell and graphically portrays Winston’s descent from
from John Churchill, 1st Duke of Marlborough. 22 x 30
inches, bright red background, printed in full colour.   $5.00

62 Churchill Centenary Exhibition poster

. . large poster, size 20 x 30, advertising the Centenary
Exhibition held at Somerset House in 1974. Printed in brown
and red on glossy cream stock. Fine condition, lightly
creased.  $20.00

63 “INSURE” says Churchill poster

. . Poster issued by a small insurance company, date
unknown. Size 17 x 23 ins, buff paper with faint outline of
Churchill overprinted in large brown type with a quote from
page 315 of Liberlism and the Social Problem “If I had my
way, I would write the word ‘Insure’ over the door of every
cottage....”. Since it is all by Churchill, maybe this is an A
item....Fine.  $75.00

64 Chartwell opening poster 1959

. . This single sheet printed in green advertises the fact that
the grounds of Chartwell will be open to the public for 2 days
in 1959, and gives details on getting there, admission, etc.
11.5 x 18 inches, foxing, splits along folds.  $20.00

65 Churchill debating at Oxford Union 1907

. . A drawing from the Illustrated London News showing
Churchill against F.E. Smith at the Oxford Union, 1 March
1907 9.5 x 14 ins.  $15.00

66 Large Churchill Memorial Appeal poster

. . Poster "WINSTON CHURCHILL MEMORIAL
APPEAL, Give generously- He did!" 20 x 30 ins, large
portrait of Churchill.  $10.00

67 Drawing of Churchill by Vera Doon

. . An art print of a pen and ink drawing, signed by the artist.
Image is 7 x 9 inches on 13 x 17 art paper, in a 15 x 20
mount ready for framing.  $45.00

68 Drawing of Churchill by Vera Doon

. . An art print of a pen and ink drawing, signed by the artist.
Published by New World galleries in 1941. Image is 7 x 9
inches on 13 x 17 art paper, in a 15 x 20 mount ready for
framing.  $45.00

69 Karsh portrait in Colour

. . Portrait of Greatness, a colour print of the famous colour
portrait by Karsh showing Churchill in white tie with medals
and blue sash. Image size 14 x 20 inches. Framed and glazed.
This is a magazine centrefold, so does have faint crease in
center.  $35.00

70 The Political Traffic Problem

. . This is a colour centre fold from the 1920’s showing
Churchill and many other politicians of the day. Image size
14.5 x 9 inches. Mounted in a 18.5 x 13.5 inch frame. I have
not removed this for examination but believe it to be a colour
photocopy and it is priced as such.  $15.00
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71 Churchill in the New York Times

. . Here is a collection of 12 full size photostats (these are
positive images as made before photocopiers) reporting events
such as Churchill's car injury in 1931 and his wedding. size
14 x 20. The real deal with old NY Times stamps on back.
$20.00

72 Churchill on the cover of the ILN in 1906

. . This trimmed down cover of the August 4, 1806
Illustrated London News  shows a standing Churchill in a
long coat with the mace just visible on the side. Image size 7
x 9.   $25.00

73 Vanity Fair print of Winston by "SPY."

. . This much sought chromolithograph print from Vanity
Fair of 110 years ago shows an image of a young Churchill
with hands on hips. The artist was “SPY”. Image size 8.5 x
13.5 inches. Framed in an old plain black frame with glass on
back allowing the text page to be seen. $600.00

74 Large Karsh Photograph

. . Here is a huge real photographic print of the famous Karsh
portrait. Image size is just under 16 x 20 inches. There is no
stamp on the back, so likely made from one of the negatives
given to newspapers. Currently double matted in a plain gold
frame. This is NOT one of those laser prints being sold on
ebay.  $500.00

75 Portrait of young Churchill 1904 ILN

. . This drawing of Churchill is by Haines and is extracted
from an issue of the Illustrated London News. Image size 9.5
x 12 ins. Undated, c. 1904.  $25.00

76 Print of Churchill painting: Cork Trees at
Mimizan

. . This print was one of a series of 9 produced by Hallmark
Cards in the 1960s. Image size 20 x 16 inches, mounted on
board 23 x 19. These were sold to raise money at the 1964
NY World's Fair for an educational charity.  Some foxing in
margins.  $100.00

77 Print of Churchill and blitzed street

Morton, H.V.. . This large poster features an image of
Churchill above an English street that has been bombed and
is burning. Image size 12 x 15.5 ins, overall size 16 x 20.
Artist not identified.  $12.00

78 Poster of Stoneman Portrait of Churchill

. . This photo of Churchill was made in 1953 by Walter
Stoneman. The print is a halftone produced by the National
Portrait Gallery. Image size is 9 x 13 inches, paper size 12 x
16 ins.   $10.00

79 Churchill exhibition poster 1996

. . This poster advertises an exhibition of the Churchill papers
in London, 12 x 17 ins.  $5.00

80 Print of painting by Churchill- Tapestries
at Blenheim

. . This Churchill painting from 1920s, Coombs 11. Image
size 20 x 16, paper size  26 x 21. Note printed on the rear
states proceeds from sale of these prints at the World's fair
(NY 1964), so likely done by Hallmark  $25.00
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81 Print of painting by Churchill- Avignon

. . This Churchill painting from 1925, Coombs 94. Image
size 20 x 13.5, paper size  26 x 21. Note printed on the rear
states proceeds from sale of these prints at the World's fair
(NY 1964), so likely done by Hallmark  $25.00

82 Caricature of Churchill 1909

. . This is a halftone print printed on card stock with an
embossed border. Iamge size a little over 6 x 8 ins.  $25.00

83 Large photo of WSC, Clemmie, and Sarah
in wedding dress.

. . Here is a large black and white photograph, about 15 x
11.5 inches, showing Mr. & Mrs. Churchill seated and Sarah
standing in a wedding dress. I have no details on date or
place.  $200.00

84 Print of painting by Churchill- Bottlescape

. . This Churchill painting from 1932, Coombs 177. Image
size 24 x 19, paper size 30 x 24.5. Note printed on the rear
states proceeds from sale of these prints at the World's fair
(NY 1964), so likely done by Hallmark  $25.00

85 large 1952 Churchill photo Calendar.

. . This calendar consists of a pad 6.5 x 4 inches containing a
month per page, suspended by two ribbons from a large 9.5 x
13 inch photo of Churchill on heavy card stock with a
hanging loop at the top. Never used, has a single crease on
the front cover of the calendar pad, some stains along right
edge of image.  $70.00

86 Large photo of Churchill in garden chair

. . Here is a very large photo of Churchill seated in garden
chair. Image size is about 15/5 x 20 inches. This is a vintage
real photograph, showing some wrinkle and edge wear now.
$150.00

87 Print of Churchill painting Evening Glow
at Mimizan

. . This print was done in 1977 in a limited edition of 750
numbered copies,     Image size 22 x 18 ins, paper 25 x 22.
Rich, unfaded colour.  $125.00

88 Curtis Hooper Sarah print of Churchill  at
Microphone

. . These prints were made in 1970s, each is also signed by
Sarah Churchill. Size is 22 x 34, untrimmed edges.   $150.00

89 Original wartime poster SALUTE THE
SOLDIER with Churchill message

. . An interesting poster with a signed message from the
Prime Minister, supporting the “Salute the Soldier” campaign
for national savings.15 x 19 ins, printed in blue, red and
black. Excellent condition, bright and undamaged, loosely
affixed to mounting board. This is the real thing, not a repro.
$300.00

90 Poster on board of Churtchill portrait by
Nauta

. . This image of Churchill seated with a book is by Dutch
artist Max nauta. The original hangs in the Dutch Parliament.
Image size 13 x 16 inches, the print is mounted on thick card
14 x 18.5 ins. Undated but seems 1950s. Nice image, corners
of board are bumped.  $100.00
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91 Print of painting by Churchill- Mimizan

. . This Churchill painting from 1924, Coombs 69. Image
size 16 x 20, paper size 21 x 26 Note printed on the rear states
proceeds from sale of these prints at the World's fair (NY
1964), so likely done by Hallmark  $25.00

92 Wartime poster- Deserve Victory

. . This is a modern reprint of a famous wartime poster. Size
20 x 30 inches.  $10.00

93 Large poster with 1941 Churchill message

. . This poster publishes a sentence form Churchill's speech
to Congress on 26 Dec. 1941. Size is 18 x24. No indication
of printer, but clearly vintage.   $150.00

94 Original 1925 pen & ink Cartoon of
Churchill

. . Original pen-and-ink cartoon of Winston Churchill as
Trojan-horse by R.L.Willcocks circa 1925, and signed by
Cartoonist. caption ' Troy-Troy-Troy Again [ try,try,try again
]',depicts cigar-smoking Churchill with Tory party members '
coming abroad ' Trojan-horse. Label attached to Churchill's
characteristic spotted bow-tie reads ' National C.O.D.' This
property refers to the budget Churchill, as Chancellor of the
Exchequer, introduced in 1925. The Trojan-horse reference is
to Churchill having been re-elected to Parliament for Epping
in 1924 as a ' Constitutionalist' supporter of the
Conservatives. image about 9 x 7 ins.   $250.00

95 Large 1954 Calendar with Churchill
portrait

. . This calendar is 18 x 27 inches and is made of very thick
cardboard. The colours are vivid, the calendar pad is
untouched. Other than the rust on the staples, this looks like
it was sold new last week. A remarkable survivor from 57
years ago.  $200.00

96 Felix Topolski print of Churchill

. . A colour lithograph of the drawing of Churchill by Feliks
Topolski. This was Penguin Print No. 1, and is highly
sought by Penguin Book collectors, who normally buy every
one of these I get.  It was printed on cheap wartime paper and
does not hold up well. This one has been protected in a basic
black frame. Paper size about 11 x 16 ins.   $150.00

97 Original oil of Churchill by E. Broshier

. . Appears to be copied from the LIFE magazine photo of
Churchill with Williamsburg bell. Image size  10 x 12 ins.,
in a basic frame, signed by artist on image and on rear, some
fading in the black areas.  $75.00

98 Original Cartoon of Churchill's Birthday in
1960

. . This drawing in ink on art paper shows the world wishing
a bed-bound Churchill a Happy Birthday on his 86th.The
artist is Frank Williams, an illustrator and cartoonist for the
Detroit Free Press from the 40s to the 70s.  Notes indicate
this was published on 29th November. Image size 11 x 14.5
inches.   $500.00

99 Atlantic Charter Poster

. . This large wartime poster, 14 x 28 inches, was produced
by the Office of War Information and printed by the
Government Printing Office. Publishes the 8 points of The
Atlantic Charter and then indicates it was by FDR and WSC.
This copy clean, has been folded all these years and slight
browning along folds. Someone has outlined Mr. Churchill's
name in red.  $30.00

100 Some Necks by Arthur Szyk

. . This colorful caricature shows Churchill, FRD, and Stalin
handling the tiny axis leaders. This was done in 1942 by
renowned artist Arthur Szyk, who had fled persecution in Nazi
Germany. His art was so powerful, Hitler put a million
dollar bounty on him. Size 14 x 10.5. Some marks on rear
from old mounting.  $500.00
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101 Studio Portrait on old mount

. . This appears to be a Vivienne portarit, mounted on card
with hand lettered cards above and below stating this was a
100th birthday in 1954. Image size 6 x 8 inches. Real vintage
treasure.  $75.00

102 Wartime Poster - United for Victory

. . Large colourful wartime poster featuring Churchill and
Roosevelt. This stunning poster is 16 x 20.5 inches. Colours
are bright and strong. This really grabs the eye. Professionally
mounted and framed.  $600.00

103 Print of painting by Churchill- Palladian
Bridge

. . The Churchill painting from c. 1925, Coombs 122. Image
size 16 x 20, paper size  21 x 26. Note printed on the rear
states proceeds from sale of these prints at the World's fair
(NY 1964), so likely done by Hallmark.  $25.00

104 Print of painting by Churchill- Venice

. . This Churchill painting from 1951, Coombs 476. Image
size 24 x 16, paper size  26 x 21. Note printed on the rear
states proceeds from sale of these prints at the World's fair
(NY 1964), so likely done by Hallmark.  $25.00

105 Curtis Hooper print of Churchill and T.E.
Lawrence.

. . These prints were made in 1970s, each is also signed by
Sarah Churchill. Size is 22 x 34, untrimmed edges. This is a
numbered edition of 400 prints. Framed in a large plain
frame, no glass.  $200.00

106 Large signed photo of Churchill and
Stanley Baldwin

Churchill, Winston S.. . This pre-war photograph shows
Churchill and Stanley Baldwin seated at the table in the
Cabinet Office at Downing Street. The impish look on
Churchill's face is priceless. Image size is about 14 x 11
inches. Both Baldwin and Churchill have signed on the
mount below the image, and the photo is matted in its
original mat with a cutout for the signatures. This appears to
have spent many years on the wall in some official office and
there is some sun toning to parts of the image. Lovely grub,
indeed.  $10000.00

107 Colour print of Quebec Conference

. . This print has that old time look to the colours, and
measures 15 x 12 inches. Presumably it came as part of a
calendar as it mentions a date pad. There is a small worm
hole along the bottom border.   $100.00

108 Curtis Hooper print in vinyl portfolio

. . Many of you are familiar with large prints of Curtis
Hooper drawings marketed by Sarah Churchill. The drawings
were also done in a smaller 11 x 15 in. size. here is one of
WSC and FDR in a large portfolio, facing the print is another
similar sheet of paper with a first day cancelled Churchill
stamp and a large blind embossed Churchill arms.  $140.00

109 Intaglio Print by Curtis Hooper- Churchill
3 Ages

. . These prints were made in 1970s, each is also signed by
Sarah Churchill. Size is 22 x 34, untrimmed edges. This
image shows Churchill in 3 different ages.  $150.00

110 Intaglio Print by Curtis Hooper

. . These prints were made in 1970s, each is also signed by
Sarah Churchill. Size is 22 x 34, untrimmed edges. Numbered
limited edition of 400 prints.   $150.00
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111 Intaglio Print by Curtis Hooper, Churchill
and A-bomb

. . These prints were made in 1970s, each is also signed by
Sarah Churchill. Size is 22 x 34, untrimmed edges. Numbered
limited edition of 400 prints.   $150.00

112 Large colour print of sail training ship
Winston Churchill

. . This drawing by Rowe is printed on quality coated paper,
overall size 19 x 15 ins  $12.00

113 Print of battle of Britain dogfight

. . This print of a drawing by E. Waters is no. 107 of 600. It
shows a Spitfire, and  Messerschmidt with a portrait of
Churchill. Image size 17 x 11 inches, on heavy art paper 20 x
16.   $20.00

114 Large poster of Churchill with tommygun

. . This poster features the famous photo of Churchill in 1940
in striped suit with submachine gun, looking like a Chicago
gangster. Published by Plaistow Pictorials, probably 1980s.
Size is 17 x 23 inches.  $15.00

115 Large wartime print of OUR SKIPPER

. . This print sold by Photochrom Ltd. I have had their
smaller print in the past, but this is the first one in this big
size. Overall 14 x 18 ins, image area is 11x 14 ins. This is a
high quality gravure, not a half tone. Image clean, back of
paper is browned.  $100.00

116 Curtis Hooper print of FDR and WSC

. . This is one of a series of prints, produced and signed by
Sarah Churchill. This is the smaller size, paper 10.5 x 15 ins.
Professionally double matted and framed, overall 18 x 23.
$200.00

117 Large framed print of Churchill by
Mortimer Menpes

. . This portrait of Churchill was originally published in 1901
in a book. This image is enlarged, so clearly some sort of
copy or reproduction. The signature is, of course, printed.
Mounted beneath the portrait is a quote from Churchill in
facsimile. Overall size is a little over 22 x 32 ins.  $150.00

118 Framed print of Churchill by Mortimer
Menpes

. .  This drawing of Churchill originally appeared in 1901 in
a book WAR IMPRESSIONS. This print appears to be an
enlargement via a color copier or laser printer. Image size, 10
x 13 ins. Professionally matted and framed, overall size 17 x
21.  $50.00

119 Photo of Churchill at desk, signed and
dated 1945

. . This photograph shows Churchill seted at his desk with a
lit cigar in his mouth and wearing the familiar round black
spectacles. It is boldly signed on the mount in blue ink
"Winston S. Churchill." and dated 1945. The backing paper
is thinner than usually seen and is thin card.  $1800.00

120 *

. Framed drawing of Churchill. .This print is signed in pencil
by the artist A.J. Bard. Image size 6 x 7.5 ins, in plain black
fframe 11 x 13 ins.   $50.00
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121 Vanity Fair print of Winnie by Nibs

. . This is an original from 110 years ago. It appears to have
been rolled up and then squashed, resulting in 7 horizontal
creases, so sold at a bargain price.  $40.00

122 Studio portrait of Churchill signed by
photographer Vivienne

. . .Here is a large example of this well known studio
portrait, probably Churchill's favourite, as he seems to have
given out more signed copies of this. Image size 8 x 10
inches, signed on the image by Vivienne (Florence Entwistle).
On a 12 x 15 card mount with copyright stamp on back.
$400.00

123 Young Winston Charges with the 21st
Lancers

. . Quality colour print of painting by Bud Bradshaw, which
was featured in Finest Hour 77 back in 1992. Image size 19 x
24 ins, on heavy art paper, this is no. 14 of 950 copies,
signed by the artist  $75.00

124 Large Karsh photo and signed letter

Churchill, Winston S.. . Here is a large 11 x 14 inch print by
Karsh, signed by the photographer in white in the lower
corner. This is a real print from the Karsh studio in Ottawa.
It is mounted with a typed letter signed by Churchill. It is
dated in 1946 and is on headed stationery from the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York, where Churchill was
staying after returning from the Fulton Speech 2.  The pair
beautifully matted in a large 26.5 x 21 ins. frame. Churchill
was feted by the City of New York at a Gala dinner at the
same hotel 4 days earlier. The recipient of the letter was
seated at table 96 and his copy of the dinner seating plan and
programme are included.    $8000.00
125

. Large framed print of Churchill by Curtis Hooper. These
prints were made in 1970s, each is also signed by Sarah
Churchill. Size is 22 x 34, untrimmed edges. This one
marked A.P. (Artist's Proof) Professionally framed, overall
size 29 x 40.   $250.00

126 Large Karsh photo from 1950s

. . This photo has a copyright stamp of Camera Press and a
printed slip dated 5th May 1956. Image size 9.5 x 12 ins.
Some edge wear and a crease in lower left corner. This is a
real vintage photo.  $400.00

127 Signed photo of Churchill exiting airplane
1957

. . This vintage press photo shows Churchill getting off a
BEA plane in NIce on the French Riviera in January 1957.
Image size 6 x 8 inches, signed on the image bottom centre in
clear black ink.  $4000.00

128 Signed studio portrait of Churchill 1904

. . Superb photo of Churchill circa 1904 with printed details
on the mount of J. Russell & Sons, the well known court
photographers. Image size 4.25 x 5.75 ins., mount about 8 x
10 inches. Signed on the mount  in black ink with a strong
clear hand "Winston S. Churchill." Signed studio portraits
from the 1940s are seen regularly, but one this old is a real
prize.  $6000.00

129 Large color photo of Churchill

. . This photo was taken in the 1950s, possibly by LIFE
magazine. This enlargement has an image size of 19 x 20 ins.
Any colour photos of Churchill is unusual, this is the largest
I have seen.   $175.00

130 Framed color print of Churchill

. . This full colour print measures 13 x 18 inches. This is a 4
colour halftone print, farmed and glazed in a basic silver wood
frame.  $20.00
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